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LEGAL DISCLAIMERS

THE FACIAL STEAMER IS NOT A MEDICAL DEVICE. IT HAS NOT BEEN EVALUATED OR 

APPROVED BY THE FDA OR NDF, AND WE DO NOT CLAIM ITS INTENTED USE TO TREAT, 

CURE, PREVENT OR DIAGNOSE ANY DISEASE OR MEDICAL CONDITION.

Though we will be glad to supervise the use of our equipment, we do not aim to treat, cure, prevent 

or diagnose any disease or medical condition. The information provided in this manual is for 

educational purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for proffessional medical 

advice. Under US law, only a medical doctor may “treat” illness and disease with a medical origin, 

such as Cancer. This law is to protect you from the possibility that, while you are receiving sessions, 

an illness which may need orthodox medical attention could be getting worse. Furthermore, it is 

important to note that we cannot be held responsible for any health issues you may have, and 

we cannot be held responsible for deterioration in any ailments you have.

The physiological effects and efficacy ULTRASOUND and HIGH FREQUENCY have been 

documented widely and is publically available in literature. These systems are only ever intended 

to be “in addition” to any medical treatment you need or are receiving. Please note that any 

treatment you are receiving from your Doctors should continue whilst you enjoy FACIAL therapy.

The manufacturer or any marketing agent cannot accept liability for any injury or fatality in relation to 

to this equipment. The user agrees to use the product at his/her own risk, and a parent/guardian 

takes responsibility for the minors. It is the user’s responsibility to acquaint him/herself with any 

risks associated with their physical or medical condition, as well as any side effects or risk associated 

with the medications they are taking, and to consult a medical practitioner if in doubt.
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 IMPORTANT - YOU MUST USE SURGE PROTECTORS. IF THE FACIAL STEAMER IS 

 NOT PLUGGED INTO A SURGE PROTECTOR THEN IT IS AT YOUR OWN RISK 

 IF A SURGE OF ELECTRICITY DAMAGES THE MACHINE. Connect the surge protector 

 to your wall socket or extention lead, and plug the Facial Steamer’s power cord directly 

 into the surge protector. This may help you to avoid electrical interruptions that may take 

 place. Must use 220V ± 22V, 50Hz ± 1HZ power supply.

���������

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

To reduce the risk of electric shock:

� Always unplug the unit when not in use.

� Do not use while bathing. 

� Do not place (or drop) into water or any other liquid. 

� Do not reach for a unit that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately.

To reduce the risk of burns, electric shock, fire, or injury:

� Do not leave this unit unattended when in use. 

� Do not allow children to operate this system. 

� Extreme caution should be used when this unit is used on or near invalids. 

� The facial unit should be used only for its intended purpose as described in this manual. 

� Do not use attachments that are not recommended by the Skin Act manufacturer. 

� Do not operate this unit if:

 > It has a damaged cord or plug.

 > If it is not working properly.

 > If it has been dropped or damaged.

 > If it has been dropped into water.

� If damaged, return to an authorized service center for examination and repair. 

� Keep the cord of the unit away from heated surfaces. 

�Never block the air vents of the facial unit. 

� Keep the air vents free of lint, hair, etc. 

� Do not use this facial system outdoors. 

� Connect the unit to a properly grounded outlet (preferably a GFCI outlet).
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Many estheticians consider the facial steamer the most important piece of equip-

ment in the business. This steamer is an ion facial steamer that automatically 

powers off when the water level is low, and it features immediate water refill during 

use. It has a water capacity of 709 ml (almost 3 cups). It also has ozone capability.

Benefits:

� Softens cells so they can be removed more easily during exfoliation or massage. 

� Opens pores and follicles for a deeper cleansing. 

� Stimulates circulation. 

� Softens sebum and other debris such as dirt and makeup. 

� Assists in eliminating toxins. 

� Warm steam relaxes skin and tissues, making extractions easier. 

� Helps oxygenate skin because of increased circulation. 

� Temporarily softens lines and wrinkles. 

� Ozone provides antiseptic effect on the skin. Aids in treating acne and other skin  

  problems. 

� Helps relieve head and chest congestion. 

� Can provide aromatherapy benefits. 

Assemble Instruction:

1.  Plug the tube into the base, turn base upside down and screw on tightly.

2.  Insert the central pole to the tube.

3.  Plug steamer head onto the central pole.

4.  Hook up the hanger and lift up, install the glass jar and glass protector, lift   

 down hanger and lock it with glass jar lock.

5. Adjust height and tight up adjust knob.

Special Features:

1.  Thermal protector circuit shuts off steamer automatically if water level gets   

 too low. 

2.  Thermostat system shuts off steamer when temperature reaches too high,   

 please allowing the steamer to cool down for 5-7 minutes, and then refill   

 water (higher than the minimum red line and lower than the maximum red 

 line}, you can restart the steamer now. 
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Operating Instruction:

� Move the Facial System using the curved handle. Do not pull on the steamer arm. 

� Only use with distilled water. 

� Fill the steamer jar to the upper red line. 

� Do not overfill the steamer jar. 

� Do not add cold water to a hot jar! The glass will crack. Water should be room       

  temperature when it is added. 

� Fill steamer with water prior to turning it on. 

� The nozzle of the steamer should never be closer than 12” - 16” to the treatment  

  area. 

� Turn the steamer component “Off” when not in use. 

� Check the steamer jar to ensure that it is secure, and that the steamer jar gasket   

   is in place before adding water to the steamer jar. 

� Turn the steamer off when filling the water jar. 

� Never put essential oils or herbs directly into the water. Use an aroma strip and     

  place it inside the nozzle cap. 

� While operating, the steamer head and arm do get hot. Anyone who has 

  peripheral nervedamage and does not have good feeling in their extremities

  should avoid touching the steamer unit during and immediately after its operation. 

� The unit will cut off automatically when the water level drops below the bottom of  

  the water level sensor.

Instructions for Use:
Prior to the Onset of Treatment

1. Plug in the Power Cord to a working electrical outlet, preferably an approved  

 GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupter) outlet.

2. Prior to every client, check the level of the water in the steamer jar and refill if  

 necessary. 

 - Pour distilled water into the glass jar through the fill port in the top of the unit  

   until the water level reaches the red fill line. 

   Do not add water above this point. If you overfill the steamer, spitting can   

   occur.

 - Do not add cold water to a hot jar. Water should be room temperature.

 - Turn the steamer off before refilling the water jar.



Caution: Only distilled water should be used in the facial steamer. Because tap 

water contains chlorine and other chemicals and mineral deposits, its use will affect 

the efficiency and lessen the life of the heating element and the thermal cut off 

sensor due to the buildup of calcium and mineral deposits. The facial steamer will 

turn off automatically when the water level drops below the bottom of the water level 

sensor (this will be near the bottom red line).  No other product or liquid should be 

used in your facial steamer. Failure to adhere to this instruction voids the warranty.

3. To use essential oils:

 > Do not put essential oils in the water jar. 

 > Place 2-3 drops of the essential oil on a felt strip.  

 > Insert the felt strip inside the steam nozzle cap.

 > To change oils: remove the felt strip and place a new essential oil on a clean  

    strip.

(Note: Do not attempt to add to or change the essential oils on the felt strip while 

the steamer is on, as this could result in injury!) 

4. Turn the steamer on 5 to 8 minutes prior to the time steam is needed.

 (Note: this steamer does not have a timer. It will shut off automatically when  

 the water drops below the bottom of the water level sensor.)

5. You may want to place eye pads over the client’s eyes to

 protect them during steaming.

6. At the appropriate time during the treatment, direct the steam toward your   

 client. The amount of time a client should be steamed depends on the client’s  

 skin type and sensitivity level.

Time for Steam for Various Skin Types: 

Normal Skin 8 – 10 minutes 

Oily Skin 12 – 15minutes 

Sensitive/Dry Skin 3 – 5 minutes 

Rosacea or couperose (broken capillaries) 

3 – 5 minutes 

7. To raise or lower the steamer head, loosen the Height Adjustment Knob and  

 adjust steamer head to desired position. Tighten the knob to hold the steamer  

 head in the place.
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8. Reposition the steam nozzle in accordance with client comfort and skin 

 condition. It will rotate both left and right. Normally, the nozzle should be 

 positioned towards the center of the client’s face approximately 12 to 16

 inches away from the face depending on the skin type and the condition being  

 treated.

9. If desired, turn the Ozone Light Switch on during last 5 minutes of treatment.

(Note: The implementation of the ozone option does not affect the volume of steam, 

but it does increase the visibility of the steam and adds a mild antiseptic benefit.) 

10.  When you have completed the steaming process, turn off the ozone. Move   

 steamer away from the client and turn the power switch off. Note: If the water  

 drops below the bottom of the water level sensor, the unit will cut off. When   

 water is added, the unit will start heating the water once again and steam will  

 be produced in a few minutes. Be very careful when adding water. DO NOT  

 add cold water if the jar and the water inside are hot. You could break the jar.

Caring for Your Facial Steamer: 
(Note: If you do not clean your steamer and take care of it properly, it may begin to 

spit hot water due to the buildup of mineral deposits.) 

1. Allow the steamer to cool for at least 15 minutes before cleaning it.

2. Do not leave water in the steamer over night or over the weekend. Empty and  

 rinse the steamer jar every day. The jar is dishwasher safe. Be sure to use a  

 non-foaming detergent and make sure that all detergent has been thoroughly  

 rinsed off the jar before it is replaced. To remove the jar first hold the glass jar  

 in one hand then turn the knob clockwise with the other and move the jar   

 retaining-arm hinge away as you ease the glass jar out of its position.

3. Dry off the heating element with a hand towel.

4. Before replacing the jar, make sure it is dry and that the gasket is clean and  

 dry.

5. At least once a week, clean the steamer jar using a solution of white vinegar  

 and water.

 > Remove the steamer jar.

 > Pour 2 Tablespoons of vinegar directly into the jar (not through the fill port).

 > Put the steamer jar back into its normal operating position.

 > Fill the steamer jar with distilled water.

 > Turn the steamer on. Allow it to heat and produce steam for 1 to 3 minutes  

    in a well-ventilated space.

 > Do not turn on the Ozone feature during the cleaning process.

 > Turn the steamer off and allow it to cool down for 15 minutes.

 > Remove the steamer jar and drain all the vinegar/water solution.
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 > Replace with clean distilled water and operate the steamer for 15 minutes to  

    get rid of the vinegar scent. 

  > Do not allow the vinegar solution to remain in the jar for a long period of   

    time before steam or after steam. Vinegar can corrode the heating coil. 

 > If a vinegar scent remains, drain the water and repeat the process. 

     Alternatively, add a drop or two of Clove Essential Oil to an aromatherapy  

    strip and insert it inside the steam nozzle cap. Turn the steamer on for a few  

    minutes. This should get rid of the vinegar odor.

 > When you have finished cleaning the steamer, remove the water and dry   

     the jar and gasket. 

(Note: Because of the vinegar odor, it is a good idea to clean the steamer in a work-

room away from the treatment rooms. If possible, open a window to help dissipate 

the fumes.) 

6. Clean the heating element with a damp cloth to remove any excess vinegar,  

 and reassemble the unit.

7. Use a hospital-grade disinfectant to clean the outer surface of the steamer   

 unit.

8. Once you have removed the distilled water and vinegar mixture from the jar,  

 rinse with water and wipe the jar dry with a towel.

9. Store until needed for further use.

Troubleshooting:

1. If the unit stops producing steam, make sure that there is an adequate   

 amount of water in the jar. If it drops below the bottom of the water level   

 sensor (close to the lower red line), the unit will quit producing steam.

2. If unit does not come on and there is an adequate amount of water, check to  

 ensure that:

 > The steamer unit is plugged into an operating outlet.

3. If there is no steam, check to ensure that:

 > There is an adequate amount of water.

 > The steamer is plugged into an operating outlet.

 > The Power Switch is on.

 > The steamer jar gasket, located at the top of the jar, is in place, and not   

    worn. 
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 > The unit has been preheating for at least 5-8 minutes. 

 > The water is boiling and no leaks are present. 

  > If there are no leaks and the water is boiling, steam is probably being  

    emitted. You just can’t see it. Turn on the Ozone lamp to make the steam 

    more visible. If you still can’t see steam, check the Ozone Lamp to see if it 

    is burning. If it is not burning, it will need to be replaced.

4.  If the ozone doesn’t work properly, check to ensure that:

 > The ozone switch is in the “On” position (the light will be on).

 > The ozone bulb is burning steadily. If operating properly, there will be a   

    constant pale blue light inside the steamer arm.

 > If the bulb doesn’t work, you may need to replace the starter.

5.  If there is leaking around the jar, check the steamer jar and gasket:

 > Check to see that the gasket is properly positioned.

 > If the gasket is properly positioned, make sure it is not deteriorating or worn  

    out. If the gasket is deteriorating, replace it.

 > Check the jar to see if it is fractured or if there are chips around the edge of  

    it. 

 > If the jar is fractured or chipped, discontinue use immediately and replace.

(Note: Tighten the knob on the retaining arm assembly to achieve a good seal 

between the gasket and the steamer Jar). 

6. If the steamer is spitting from the steam nozzle, check to ensure that:

 > The steamer jar is not overfilled.

 > The nozzle is not obstructed.

 > There is no contamination in the water. If the water appears contaminated:

 > Discard the water in the steamer jar.

 > Clean all parts of the steamer jar assembly (element, gasket, jar, etc.) with a  

     non-foaming cleanser (vinegar and water solution)

7. If water is boiling out of the fill space:

 > Immediately discontinue use and call technical services
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Magifying Lamp Operating Instruction:

Most therapists consider the magnifying lamp an important diagnostic tool. Also 

known as a loop, it magnifies the face and is used early in the session to analyze 

the complete treatment area. It is also used to monitor skin reactions throughout 

the session, and to assist in extractions. These examinations will determine which 

products and procedures should be used during a treatment. The magnifying lamp 

uses a cool fluorescent lamp and will not burn the client’s skin. This is a 5-diopter 

lamp. Its adjustable arm allows you to position the magnifier. 

Operation directions and procedures:

Cover your client’s eyes with cotton eye pads, gel pads, herbal eye pads, or other 

eyelid covers while using the magnifying lamp. 

Do not submerge the lamp or any of its parts in water 

Instructions for Use:
1. Turn the power switch to the “On” position.

2. Use the position adjustment knob to adjust the lamp over the area of the skin  

 you wish to examine. If you force the lamp into position without using the   

 adjustment knob, you will damage them and the light will not stay in the   

 desired position.

 (Failure to use the adjustment knobs on the lamp will void the warranty.)

3. To adjust the magnifying lamp up or down, raise the connector arm. Note that  

 it will not stay in place unless the magnifying lamp is inserted in the connector  

 arm. However, when the magnifying lamp is in place, the connector arm will  

 stay in any position where it is placed.

(Caution: Be sure to cover your client’s eyes with cotton eye pads or eyelid covers 

while using the magnifying lamp. Do not submerge the lamp or any of its parts in 

water. After cleaning, allow lamp to dry thoroughly before further use.) 



Caring for Your Magnifying Lamp:
 
After each use, clean your magnifying lamp lens by wiping it with a glass cleaner or 

70-80% alcohol. Clean the lamp and arm with a mild cleanser at the end of each 

day to remove buildup of any product from your hands. This will prolong the life of 

the instrument. 

(Note: Do not spray the alcohol or cleaner on the lamp. Spray it on a cloth and then 

wipe the lamp.) 
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Cleaning Instructions:

1.  After the Glass Jar is cool, remove and wash with soap and water.

2.  Heating element may be cleaned by placing a mixture of white vinegar and   

 water in the glass container and allowing the element to soak for half to an   

 hour. DO NOT TURN ON POWER with solution in container. Discard solution  

 after soaking. Clean residue from element using clear water and soft cloth.

Caution:

1.  Fill in distilled water only.

2.  Plug off when not in use. 

3.  Clean the Glass Jar minimum of 3 times a week.

4.  Keep distance from children.

5.  DO NOT LET THE THERMOSTAT AUTOMATICALLY SHUT OFF TO MANY  

 TIMES WITHOUT WATER, IT WILL CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE MACHINE.

6.  When operate steaming over 30 minutes, the fleece attached on the

 Nozzle could  be soaked up with water. In this case, replace the wool felt then  

 continue treatment. (See picture 1) 
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We guarantee the quality of our equipment:

 

 - If an error occurs during treatment, please email or call us regarding the error,   

  instead of arranging a call out. This is because many errors are often caused by   

  incorrect use of the machine.

 - Please submit photographs with your query — this is so that our technicians can   

  assess the error and respond with a solution within 1 — 7 working days.

 - If an electrical or mechanical part of the machine proves to be faulty while within   

  the warranty period, we will ship a replacement part at an additional cost.

 - If a problem arises with the main device while within the warranty period, the   

  machine will be collected to either be repaired or replaced.

This warranty is null and void in the event of the following: 

 

 - If you have disassembled the machine by yourself;

 - If the machine has fallen;

 - Due to negligence;

 - Not operating the machine as instructed in the manual;

 - Force Majeure.

If there are any changes or modifications in the design and specifications of the machine, the 

warranty will be rendered null and void. Global Wellness Enterprises holds the right to make any 

changes to this document or the content within, without prior notice. 

If you have any queries, please feel free to contact us. 
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